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Death by LaGuardia  
 

New Year’s Eve 
 

Made a sign in spilled coffee 

That read H    E    L    P on the floor. 

Man came through with a vacuum 

Cleaner and made an M    E     

S    S. Up and down the hall I went 

Past C gates, looking for a bar. 

Just kept seeing C    C    C    C. 

Once sat at a bar with a girl 

Who described herself as “about a 6.5.” 

That immediately made her more 

Attractive. Maybe the D gates have a bar. 

How’s your heart? Mine’s about a 4.5. 

Oh woman walking by 

In hot pink sweats, I would like to be 

Wearing those, let’s trade. 

We have a plane but no crew. 

What my body says 

About my imagination these days. 

Flight delayed. Brain 

an empty cockpit. 

Wasn’t thinking last night. When was 
I thinking? I’d like to stew 

In a big hot bowl of chili. Rest my head 

On a big fat bean. 

Yup, those are my dreams. 

I wanted her, sort of. 

She prefers the balding, bearded guy. 

Though every time we kissed 
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She marveled at my hair, how much of it 

There was. At my physical yesterday 

The nurse declared me not 6’ 0”, 

As I’ve believed I was for the past 23 years, 

But 6’ 1”. I’ve inched ahead, 

Possibly because of a good hair day. 

Are you wearing shoes? she asked, 

Staring at my obviously bare feet. 

Last night I wasn’t thinking 

While another man used “plethora” and “dearth” 

In the same sentence. Been studying 

His SAT flashcards. Abrogate.  

My sister once made a flashcard 

For this: Ah, bro, there’s the gate. 

Meaning you abolished, bro! 

Mainly I wanted the evening to be 

Warm, romantic and sure. 

Instead it’s a little disappointing. 

The common theme among all these evenings is I 

Am a little disappointing. 
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